CAMELBACK MOUNTAIN

THE EVOLUTION OF
A SKI RESORT

Becoming a True Four Season Destination.
Camelback Ski Resort has grown from a mom and pop ski mountain in the early
1960’s to an adventure mecca that attracts more than 1 million visitors per year.
Working in conjunction with ADG’s designers and planners, the phased approach
to development and expansion has led to smart, manageable and profitable
growth over the years. A popular destination for skiers from surrounding NYC
and Philadelphia areas, today, Camelback is not only the #1 ski mountain in
PA, but a true adventure resort with over 42-lanes of snow tubing, a four-season
outdoor adventure park, Camelbeach outdoor waterpark, and the largest and
most innovative ski-in/ski-out resort lodge and indoor waterpark in N. America.

TANNERSVILLE, PA

SMART SOLUTIONS FOR REAL SUCCESS.

A WELL ROUNDED RESORT
CAMELBEACH

1998/2001/2011/2016

The first-of-its-kind “Mountain Waterpark,” Camelbeach was
designed to seamlessly fit into the landscape and operations of
the mountain’s winter operations. Through innovative planning,
the park was designed to operate utilizing the existing ski area
facilities, buildings and infrastructure, capturing efficiencies in
costs and construction time.
The initial park development included several key attractions
such as a 30,000 sf wave pool, a 1,000 ft long adventure river
and a 7,500 sf interactive play area. Additional expansions over
the years continue to add more unique rides and attractions.

AQUATOPIA

2015

With the goal of creating the most innovative and brand
immersive indoor waterpark in N. America, the owners of
Camelback once again turned to their partners at ADG. As part
of a 600,000 sf resort lodge, the 125,000 sf waterpark was
designed and built by ADG as part of the largest single phase
construction project, completed in under 17 months.
An immersive exercise in branding, the Camelback experience
culminates in Aquatopia, a fully integrated, themed waterpark
that enhances the resort’s story and brand with one-of-a-kind
rides and attractions.

MOUNTAIN COASTER 2012
& MOUNTAIN SLIDE 2017
After a thorough examination of the existing terrain, facilities,
and operations ADG recommended placement for the
Mountain Coaster that would leverage existing amenities and
infrastructure for greater ROI. The 4,500 ft long course was
designed to crisscross through wooded landscape allowing for
multiple 360-degree turns, dips, zigs and zags, providing an
attraction to guests unlike any other in the area.

“ADG DESIGNERS ARE ONSITE ALL THE TIME AND
SEE FIRSTHAND WHAT WORKS, WHAT DOESN’T
WORK, WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT IN SERVICING
GUESTS. IT’S A VERY UNIQUE ADVANTAGE
THAT ADG HOLDS IN THE INDUSTRY.”

To compliment the coaster, Camelback added the all new
Mountain Slide to leverage more sales through package
bundles. Two dueling chutes run 2,800 ft, each careening up
to two riders down the side of Camelback Mountain through
multiple dips, high G turns, and tunnels.

ART BERRY III,
CO-OWNER, CAMELBACK RESORT

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP

DESIGN/BUILD. For over half a century, ADG
has helped lead the way in creating superior
settings in all aspects of aquatic and leisure
recreation. Our innovative product development
and revenue generating designs are based
on a keen understanding of our client’s end
user experience. Our knowledgeable and
experienced team tailors plans to your property
and budget, designing to anticipate and exceed
the demands of your guests.

EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER. Making
your vision a reality and getting it right from the
start, from conceptual renderings and planning
to innovative product design and construction
services, inspires the dedicated team at ADG.
We are committed to delivering smart, bottomline strengthening products and solutions.
No other company has the ability to offer the
flexibility on project fulfillment and followthrough, from concept to completion, like ADG.

DISCOVER THE ADG ADVANTAGE
www.aquaticgroup.com
1.518.783.0038
13 Green Mountain Drive
Cohoes, NY 12047

